Schrödinger evolution of "qubit + detector" for a low-T QPC as a detector (Gurvitz, 1997) Detector collapse at t = t k P n P n t t P n P n P n P n Nonideal detectors with input-output noise correlation τ Ω /2π
after π/2 pulse Idea: two consecutive finite-time (imprecise) measurements of a qubit by two detectors; probability distribution P(Q A , Q B , τ) shows the effect of the first measurement on the qubit state.
Proves that the qubit remains in a pure state during the measurement (for η = 1).
Advantage: no need to record noisy detector output with GHz bandwidth; instead, we use two detectors and fast ON/OFF switching. Quantum feedback in quantum optics is discussed since 1993 (Wiseman-Milburn), recently first successful experiment in Mabuchi's group (Armen et al., 2002) . 2) ρ in → oscillatory state, probability 1-ρ 11 B (0) (3/4 for fully mixed state) spectral peak at Rabi frequency Ω=2H/Ñ, S peak /S 0 § 32/3
Quantum feedback control of a solid-state qubit qubit

Ruskov & A.K., PRB (2003)
Entanglement due to common quantum noise; however, detector is needed 
